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Abstra t
We estimate the ee t of new unionization on the equity value of rms over the 1961-1999
period using a newly available sample of National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) representation
ele tions mat hed to sto k market data. As in Dinardo and Lee (2004), the point estimates from
a regression-dis ontinuity design  where we
ele tion wins to

ompare the sto k market impa t of

lose losses  imply that unions are not

lose union

ostly to rms. However, event-study

estimates show that new unionization is asso iated with at least -10% ex ess returns, equivalent
to $40,500 per worker unionized. We nd a negative gradient in the

umulative ex ess returns by

union vote share, thus allowing us to re on ile these two seemingly

ontradi tory ndings. The

la k of a dis ontinuity in ex ess returns about the 50% union vote share threshold is a result of
rms experien ing in reasingly worse nan ial performan e when workers are more supportive
of unionization. When viewed through the lens of a median voter model of endogenous union
determination, the eviden e is

onsistent with rms that are unresponsive to the threat of new

unionization, and unions that moderate their demands in order to gain ele toral advantage.
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 [L℄aymen and e onomists alike tend, in my view, to exaggerate greatly the extent to
whi h labor unions ae t the stru ture and level of wage rates.

 Milton Friedman,

1

1950

Everyone `knows' that unions raise wages.

The questions are how mu h, under what

onditions, and with what ee ts on the overall performan e of the e onomy.  Ri hard

2

Freeman and James Medo, 1984
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Introdu tion

It is un ontroversial that employers oppose unions, viewing them as a threat to protability.

An

example that has re eived re ent national attention is Wal-Mart's eorts in resisting unionization,
from its strategi

lo ation of stores in areas less favorable to unions, to its hard-line stan e against

organization (Basker, 2007). A
Staying union free is a full-time

ording to a handbook that the retailer distributed to its managers,
ommitment... The

ommitment to stay union free must exist at all

levels of management  from the Chairperson of the Board down to the front-line manager....
also easy to nd isolated

ases that

3 It is

onrm the fears of employers like Wal-Mart. As an example, in

a Mar h 1999 National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) representation ele tion, workers at National
Linen Servi e (NLS) Corp., a large linen supplier, voted by a more than 2 to 1 margin to organize
as a lo al

hapter of Union of Needletrades, Industrial, and Textile Employees (UNITE). The sto k

market appears to have punished NLS a severe, though perhaps not swift, fashion. Figure 1 shows
the

umulative return of NLS' sto k beginning two years prior to the ele tion through two years

after, as well as the

umulative return of a broad market index over the same period. Prior to the

ele tion, NLS and the market returns tra ked ea h other quite

losely. But immediately following

the ele tion, NLS began to lag. By Mar h 2001, the pri e of NLS shares had fallen by 25%, while
the broad market index had in reased by 50%.
How general is this phenomenon?

Is National Linen Servi e Corp. the ex eption or the rule?

Despite an enormous literature that has do umented numerous aspe ts of unions and their role in
the labor market, the magnitude of the average ee t of unions on rm performan e throughout the
1
2
3

Quoted from Friedman (1950).
Quoted from Freeman and Medo (1984).
Quoted in Featherstone (2004).
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e onomy remains somewhat un lear.
Empiri ally, there are at least three reasons why measuring these ee ts has proven to be exeptionally

hallenging. First, large-s ale establishment or rm-level mi ro-data with the relevant

information on the extent of unionization is not readily available.

Se ond, even when su h data

are available, omitted variables and the endogeneity of unionization at the level of the rm makes
it di ult to separate

ausal ee ts from other unobserved

more di ult to meet these two
population of unionized

hallenges with data that

onfounding fa tors. Finally, it is even
an plausibly be representative of the

ompanies in the United States.

Theoreti ally, it is not even obvious to what degree unions should ae t rms.

One view,

arti ulated by Milton Friedman, is that workers would reje t substantially above-market wages,
knowing full well that su h wages
onsiderations into a

4 Unions, taking these

ould have adverse ee ts on job se urity.

ount, would then therefore tend to moderate wage demands. Moreover, rms

may respond to a unionization threat by

on eding higher wages and better working

These for es would tend to redu e the gap in

ompensation and working

onditions.

onditions between union

and non-union workfor es, at least in those situations where there is a threat of unionization.

These

ideas may help explain the results of Dinardo and Lee (2004), who nd generally small dieren es
in wages, employment, and output between unionized and otherwise

omparable non-unionized

workpla es.
In this paper we formalize these

on epts with a simple model of endogenous unionization. This

framework oers predi tions for the various kinds of union impa ts that
alter working

onditions to prevent the union from su

an exist when rms

essfully organizing, and when unions

to moderate their demands in order to attra t more support. Spe i ally, we
model of ele toral

an

an ele t

onsider a two-party

ompetition, where the rm and the union are seeking to win the sympathies of

the median voter in an NLRB ele tion. As is standard in this
having opposing interests, may be for ed to propose a level of
risk of job loss, that is

lass of models, the parties, although
ompensation, and the a

ompanying

loser to that preferred by the median voter. The model implies that the

regression-dis ontinuity design estimate of the unionization ee t identies the gap between the
union and rm's proposal when the median voter is indierent between the two. Depending on how
aggressively rms and unions
4

ourt voters, this gap

Whi h led Friedman to say the above quote.
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ould be

lose to zero, even if unions ae t the

protability of rms on average.
In the empiri al analysis, we rst assess the extent to whi h the pattern in Figure 1 is a more
general phenomenon among publi ly-traded rms, so as to measure an average overall ee t of
unionization. To do so, we use a sample frame that is the universe of all rms at whi h NLRB union
representation ele tions took pla e between 1961-1999. Sin e most unionized workpla es in the U.S.
ome into existen e via a se ret-ballot ele tion on the question of representation, this sample frame
an provide a reasonable representation of the sto k of unions today and parti ularly into the future.
The most distin tive feature of our data 

ru ial for our resear h design  is its long panel,

up to 48 months before and after the ele tion, of high-frequen y data on sto k market returns for
these rms.

We use a standard event-study approa h to analyzing the sto k market rea tion to

union vi tories, but we are able to use the pre-event data to test the adequa y of the market models
and spe i ations used to predi t the

ounterfa tual returns in the post-event period.

panel also allows us to examine returns several months beyond the event, so as to

The long

apture the long-

run expe ted ee ts of new unions, without having to rely on the assumption that the sto k pri e
immediately and instantaneously adjusts to

apture the expe ted presen e of the unions.

Our event-study analysis reveals substantial losses in market value following a union ele tion
vi tory, equivalent to $40,500 per worker unionized. The eviden e is
we nd that these rms' average returns are quite

ompelling in the sense that

lose to the predi ted returns for every month

leading up to the ele tion. Pre isely at the time of the ele tion, the a tual and

ounterfa tual returns

diverge. The results are robust to a number of dierent spe i ations, and notably, in the sample
of rms where we know that the union is a small fra tion of the workfor e, we do not nd a similar
divergen e.
We then employ a regression dis ontinuity design to where we

ompare

lose union vi tories to

lose union losses. As in Dinardo and Lee (2004), we nd no eviden e of a signi ant dis ontinuity
in market returns with respe t to the vote share for the union. The RD point estimates show, if
anything, a 4 per ent

positive

(though statisti ally insigni ant) ee t of union

erti ation (vis-a-

vis union defeat). The event-study estimates vary systemati ally by the observed vote share, with
the largest negative abnormal returns for

ases where the union won the ele tion by a large margin,

and even some eviden e of positive abnormal returns for

ases where the union lost by a large margin.

Viewed through the lens of the theoreti al framework, the pattern of the ee ts is

3

onsistent

with rms that do not (or
is also

annot)

ompete for voters by

hanging working

onditions. The eviden e

onsistent with unions that modify their positions in order to gain ele toral advantage, in a

way that is reminis ent of Friedman's view. The estimates imply that voters have strong desire for
higher wages in only a relatively small number of ele tions.

However, be ause the rm is largely

unresponsive to voters, these ele tions are asso iated with a large pro-union vote share, and a
substantial redu tion in equity value of the rm. The results imply that whatever salary in rease
is ena ted following an NLRB ele tion, it should rarely be larger than the amount desired by the
median voter, regardless of who wins the ele tion.

Therefore, new unionization should lead to

relatively limited employment ee ts, even when the rm experien es a

onsiderable redu tion in

value.
The paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 briey highlights what is known from the literature,
and how our study relates to that literature. Our theoreti al framework for pre isely dening the
dierent kinds of union ee ts is presented in Se tion 3. We then provide some institutional details
in Se tion 4 that are relevant to our resear h design, whi h is also des ribed, along with our data.
We present and dis uss the results in Se tion 5. Se tion 6

2

on ludes.

Existing Literature and Ba kground

In this se tion we provide a brief overview of the literature that is most related to our analysis. First,
there is an enormous union wage premium literature, dis ussed and summarized in the landmark
works of Freeman and Medo (1984) and Lewis (1986), with more re ent eviden e dis ussed in
Blan hower and Bryson (2007). Most of these studies use household-level survey data to
the wages for workers who are union members,
members; in some

omparing them to otherwise

ompute

omparable non-union

ases, this involves following workers in longitudinal datasets, as they swit h from

union to non-union status. In their analysis, Freeman and Kleiner (1990) note that these  [e℄estimates
based on longitudinal data...

ontrast workers who

hange union status by moving to or from already

organized workpla es rather than

ontrasting workers in plants that are newly organized with those

in plants that remain nonunion.

Following this point, DiNardo and Lee (2004) make

the ee t of

lear that

unionization

( hanging a workpla e from non-union to unionized) is distin t from the

worker

from a unionized workpla e to a non-unionized workpla e. In parti ular,

ee t of moving a

4

a typi al unionized workpla e may dier from a typi al non-unionized workpla e along a number
of dierent dimensions (e.g.
inuen e wage levels.
unable to a

geography, rm size, industry) whi h themselves may independently

We therefore view this well-established literature as being fundamentally

ount for the sele tion of unionism at the rm- or establishment-level, and therefore

potentially estimating something quite distin t from the

ausal ee t of unionization.

Next, there is a literature that does utilize rm- or establishment-level data

ontaining informa-

tion on union status. As pointed out in Hirs h (2007), a re ent review of this eviden e, there are
a number of important reasons why
resear h. First, there

aution is warranted in drawing inferen es from the existing

an be important omitted variables, unobserved determinants of the long-run

viability of the rm that

ould be

orrelated with the presen e of the union. Related to this is a

potential endogeneity problem, whereby unions may spe i ally target a highly protable rm for
organization. Alternatively, it may be poorly managed, and hen e low-performing rms, that lead to
the demand for worker representation. Examples of studies that impli itly rely on the assumption
that union status is an exogenous variable in lude the in-depth analyses of Clark (1984), Hirs h
(1991a), and Hirs h (1991b). A se ond limitation that Hirs h (2007) emphasizes is the limited generalizability of many of the studies. For example, the

ement industry is examined in Clark (1980a)

and Clark (1980b), hospital and nursing homes in Allen (1986a),

onstru tion industry in Allen

(1986b), and sawmills in Mit hell and Stone (1992). It is di ult to extrapolate from these studies
on produ tivity to a broader, representative

ross-se tion of rms in the U.S. Indeed, our analysis is

largely motivated by the notion that it might not be too di ult to nd parti ular in idents and or
ompanies, or industries where unions have imposed large

osts on rms, but the question is to what

extent isolated examples su h as that illustrated in Figure 1 generalizes to a broader population of
interest.
Finally, there are three parti ular studies that we

onsider to be the most related to our analysis

 that of Lalonde et al. (1996), Ruba k and Zimmerman (1984), and DiNardo and Lee (2004). We
believe our analysis addresses some of the most important limitations of ea h of these studies.
The main di ulty fa ed in Lalonde et al. (1996)  who utilize a xed ee ts approa h to
examine the impa t of a su

essful union organizing

ampaign with establishment level panel data

from the Longitudinal Resear h Database (LRD)  is one of interpretation. The study shows some
dieren es in employment growth between the eventually su

5

essful and failed organizing attempts,

prior

to the ele tion event. For example, one sample shows an expanding gap in employment, while

another shows a

ontra ting gap. Overall, the estimates and standard errors are

onsistent with pre-

ele tion employment growth dieren es ranging from -10 per ent to 14 per ent. As a result, Lalonde
et al. (1996) are

areful to note that their examination of pre-ele tion growth rates for many of

the out ome variables proved in on lusive, and that their subsequent ndings on the ee ts of
unionization may be too large. Essentially, the main problem is that the data they examine are not
ri h enough to rigorously test their dieren e-in-dieren e spe i ation with the pre-event data,
and as a result more

aution is required in interpreting the post-event patterns.

5

A similar issue arises in the well-known study of Ruba k and Zimmerman (1984), whi h, like
our analysis, examines the sto k market rea tion to NLRB union

erti ation events.

the main estimates of a 3.8 per ent drop in the sto k market valuation is
months surrounding the unionization event.

6

There,

omputed within a few

7 Again, the di ulty in interpretation arises from the

substantial negative abnormal returns that emerge

well before

the unionization event, a de line in

market value of about 7 per ent between the 12th and 7th months pre eding unionization. Ruba k
and Zimmerman (1984) argue that the timing of this substantial de line is unlikely to indi ate
anti ipation of the out ome of the ele tion, but have no explanation for this important de line.

8

This therefore raises the question as to whether to attribute the further de line in the sto k market
valuation to unionization or instead to whatever fa tors that might have led to the pre-ele tion
trend.
In our analysis, we address these ambiguities by taking advantage of a very long panel of monthly
5

Another study in the spirit of a before-after design is that of Freeman and Kleiner (1990), in whi h 203 estab-

lishments were surveyed before and after NLRB ele tions took pla e, and were

ompared to a 161  ontrol rms,

where ele tions did not take pla e. There, there was only one period before and one period after, and so testing the
over-identifying restri tions of the dieren e-in-dieren e design was not possible.

6

There are a number of other studies that examine various aspe ts of unions as seen through sto k market rea tions.

They generally do not aim to generate ee ts of unionization (versus the absen e of unions), as they use samples of
already unionized rms or industries. See Abowd (1989), Be ker and Olson (1986), Neumann (1990), DiNardo and
Hallo k (2002), and Be ker (1987). Olson and Be ker (1990) is an ex eption in this regard, as it examines the impa t
of the passage of the National Labor Relations A t on 75 rms that were at risk of being unionized in the 1930s.

7

Spe i ally, their main estimate of -3.84 is

date and adding it to the 1-month

omputed by taking the 1-month

hange asso iated with the date of the a tual

summation of the third and fth rows, whi h equals the rst row of the third
estimate

hange asso iated with the petition
erti ation. This

an be seen as the

olumn in their Table 2. Their main

an also be seen in their Figure 1( ) as the summation of the two downward not hes around the petition and

erti ation dates.

8

Spe i ally, on p.

1145, they note that  [t℄he abnormal return for these rms in the 6 months immediately

pre eding the petition is 0.16 per ent.

This timing suggests that the prepetition abnormal returns are not due to

unionization. Instead, the results suggest that rms in whi h unions are su
to the union a tivity.

6

essful experien ed de lines in value prior

data on sto k returns, using an arguably more dis iplined approa h to modeling the
no union state.

ounterfa tual

Spe i ally, using standard sto k market event-study approa hes, we use sto k

pri e data stri tly earlier than the 24 months prior to the ele tion date in order to estimate the
relation between the overall market index and the pri e of our portfolio of rms fa ing organizing
drives. We then use the data between 24 months prior to the event and just before the event to

test

our spe i ation.

If there are signi ant departures between our predi ted returns and the

observed returns, we then
This

9

onsider to be invalid any estimates we obtain from the post-event data.

an be re ognized as dire tly parallel to the

onventional testing of over-identifying restri -

tions for dieren e-in-dieren e modeling in program evaluation resear h in labor e onomi s.

10

Furthermore, we tra k abnormal returns throughout a long time period (at least 24 months) after
the unionization. Stri tly speaking, perfe tly e ient nan ial markets predi t that any
valuation

aused by the out ome of the ele tion will be instantaneously

hanges in

apitalized into the sto k

pri e, the moment the out ome of the ele tion is known. Nevertheless, our approa h is to rely less on
the assumption of instantaneous adjustment, and thus allowing some time for the market to adjust,
by examining the patterns of returns for many months following unionization.
The nal study to whi h the present study relates is the regression dis ontinuity analysis of
union ele tions, using the data from the LRD, as in DiNardo and Lee (2004). There, they exploit
the near-experiment generated by se ret ballot ele tions,
be ame re ognized by a

omparing establishments where unions

lose margin of the vote with those workpla es where the union barely lost.

The most pre ise estimates in that study are those on wages: wage in reases of 2 per ent

ould

11 There are a number of important

be statisti ally ruled out even seven years after the ele tion.
limitations to inferring the long-run

osts of unions from this eviden e. For one, it may take a mu h

longer time  perhaps 10 more more years  for unions to establish support within the workpla e
to have enough bargaining power to negotiate for substantially higher wages.
potentially other

osts imposed by unions that are not measured in the LRD, su h as the use of

seniority rules, work rules, grievan e pro edures, and other working
9

Se ond, there are

onditions spe ied in union

An alternative interpretation of pre-ele tion divergen e in the predi ted and a tual returns is the diusion of

anti ipatory information regarding the ele tion out ome. Re ognizing this alternative, we nonetheless take a more
onservative approa h and simply

10

11

on lude from any signi ant divergen e as eviden e of a mis-spe ied model.

For example, see Ashenfelter and Card (1982) and He kman and Hotz (1989).
Interestingly, the magnitudes are also in line with what was found on wages in Lalonde et al. (1996). Freeman

and Kleiner (1990) also nd wage ee ts that are mu h smaller than that found in

7

ross-se tional worker-level studies.

ontra ts. Our approa h of examining the ee t of sto k market valuation
both of these

on erns: if the market

orre tly pri es the rm, it should

the presen e of the union, and real ee ts that might o

an in prin iple address

apture the entire ee t of

ur many years into the future should be

apitalized into the sto k market valuation of the rm in the short-run.
A nal important limitation is that the RD analysis, by estimating a dis ontinuity in the relation
between wages and the vote share at the 50 per ent threshold,
treatment ee t, where the weights are proportional to the
be  lose. That is, among the observed

an only estimated a weighted average

ex ante

likelihood that an ele tion was to

lose ele tions, a disproportionately small number of them

would have had the fundamentals of strong union support, for example. The RD is fundamentally
unable to provide a

ounterfa tual for the set of ele tions in whi h the workers voted 90 per ent in

favor of unionization. By
inframarginal

ontrast, the present analysis seeks to estimate ee ts for pre isely these

ases. In the analysis we des ribe below, we present results from both an event-study

as well as an RD approa h, and provide a framework for interpreting all of the results.

3

Con eptual Framework

Here we summarize a simple

on eptual framework that we believe is a reasonable way to des ribe

the intera tion between the management, union, and the workers at a rm in the events leading up

12 We use this framework to pre isely dene the dierent kinds of union

to potential unionization.
ee ts, and the various

ounterfa tuals needed for our empiri al analysis. Spe i ally, our goal is to

develop a model that allows us to translate the observed relationships in the data into the parameters
governing the behavior and
We

omposition of unions, rms, and worker during representation ele tions.

onsider a variant of median voter model of endogenous union determination.

median voter-type model has previously been

While the

onsidered in the theoreti al literature on unions (see

Atherton (1973), Farber (1978) and Booth (1995)), we re ognize there are likely to be a virtually
unlimited number of dierent ways to model union ele tions, bargaining, and union threat.

Our

goal, therefore, is to des ribe a theoreti al framework that has as its ba kbone a few elements that
we believe any sensible model of the pro ess would in lude.
The basi
12

idea of the model is that the rm and the union ea h submit a proposal for vote by

Some of these ideas are dis ussed, but not fully or formally developed, in DiNardo and Lee (2002, 2004).
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the workers in a se ret ballot ele tion. For purposes of exposition, suppose the key issue is the wage.
Both the union and rm try to persuade the workers to vote for or against union representation by
proposing dierent wage levels. The voters will sele t a proposal that maximize their utility, taking
into a

ount that too high a wage in reases the likelihood of job loss as a result of the rm moving

up the labor demand

urve. We formalize the model below.

3.1 Setup
This model has three agents who are involved in a re ognition ele tion: workers, the rm, and the
union.

•

Workers.

Workers are

onsidered to maximize their own individual utility, whi h

ould be,

for simpli ity, lifetime wealth. In this environment, ea h worker will fa e the de ision to either
vote for or against union re ognition. In doing so, the forward-looking workers ea h

ompares

the anti ipated out ome if the union wins to the expe ted out ome if the union loses. Reasons
to vote for the union might in lude higher wages, benets, better working

onditions; reasons

to vote against might in lude the potential responses of the rms (e.g. lower employment).
We assume that ea h worker has an ideal" bargaining unit-level unit wage in rease, with the
median preferen e in the establishment denoted

µ.

To simplify the problem, we assume that

positive and negative deviations of the ena ted wage from this ideal wage enter symmetri ally
into workers loss fun tions. We assume that there is heterogeneity in

µ

a ross establishments,

perhaps depending on the rm's elasti ity of labor demand.

•

Union.

The unions

hoose a proposed pay raise, denoted

from the pre-ele tion wage. As we only

yU ,

whi h is the per ent in rease

onsider situations whereby the union proposes a larger

salary in rease than the rm, if the union raises its oer, it is a more extreme oer, and all
those who already were in favor of the lower

yU

will not

hange their vote, while some on the

margin will be swayed from swit hing from the union to the management.
union's oer as:
13
14

yU = α+βµ.13 , 14

More pre isely, the union oers

The parameters

α and β

We model the

an be thought of as an equilibrium

yU = max(α + βµ, 0).

We re ognize that, stri tly speaking, this model is deterministi

in the sense that vote share and ele tion out omes

are perfe tly predi table given the parameters of the model. This raises the question of why unions and rms would
hoose a proposal that is known to produ e a loss in an ele tion. A natural extension to the model is to in lude an
unpredi table

omponent to the vote share. We anti ipate that many of the qualitative predi tions of the model will

withstand this modi ation. Exploring this issue more fully is a natural next step in our ongoing resear h.

9

out ome of the union's optimization problem. An example of su h a problem would be if the
union were to

hoose its proposal strategi ally, so as to make the best response given the rm's

oer (whi h may also be

hosen strategi ally), taking into a

ount the trade-o between the

15

probability of winning the ele tion and a higher wage, whi h presumably benets the union.
The parameter

α des

ribes the extent to whi h the union moderates its oer when the ele torate

has a low toleran e for higher wages. The parameter

β

to the preferen es of the workfor e. For example, if
bargaining-unit. If

β = 1,

the union oers an

ontrols the responsiveness of the union

β = 0,

αpremium

the union always oers

α

to the

relative to the median voter's ideal

wage.

•

Management.

The rm proposes a salary in rease, denoted

0 ≤ yM < yU .

Raising its oer 

and hen e proposing something more moderate  will inuen e more workers to vote against
the union. However, the rm's obje tive fun tion penalizes higher wages. We parametrize the
rm's oer as

yM = γ + δµ.16

to the union threat. If

γ

and

The parameter

δ

δ

ae ts the degree to whi h the rm responds

both equal zero, the rm oer the prevailing wage, regardless

of the preferen es of the median voters.

These parameter values are

onsistent with rms

omplying with the National Labor Relations A t (NLRA), whi h prohibits employers from
in reasing wages or benets in response to a petition.

17

3.2 Various Union Ee ts
The sequen e of events are as follows: an ele tion is announ ed, union and management propose
pay raises, the ele tion o

urs and, depending on the true distribution of the worker preferen es,

either the rm or union wins and its oer is implemented. The impa t of an ele tion on the
in prots is

∆π = ∆π (yM )

if the rm prevails, and

is a de reasing fun tion satisfying
whenever

π (0) = 0

share is be oming larger as
16
17

Su h a game is isomorphi

µ−µ
e

if the union prevails, where

π (x) ≤ 0 ∀ x ≥ 0.

|yU − µ| < |yM − µ| ⇒ y ≡ (yU + yM )/2 < µ.

greater than 50% vote share) whenever

15

and

∆π = ∆π (yU )

µ>µ
e≡

The union wins the ele tion (re eives a

α+γ
2−(β+δ) . Note that, oers xed, the union vote

be omes more positive.

yM = min(max(γ + δµ, 0), yU ).

See LRM Pa kaging, In ., 308 NLRB 829, 834 (1992)

10

π ()

The union wins the ele tion

to the model of nal-oer arbitration in Farber (1980).

More pre isely, the rm oers

hange

We

onsider the thought experiment of repeated ele tions, with values of

bution with pdf

h().

µ

drawn from a distri-

We wish to explore how the parameters of this model translate into

a fun tion that we will be estimating in this paper.
interested in the following properties of

Denoting the union vote share as

E[∆π|v],
v,

we are

E[∆π|v]:

B1 = E[∆π|v ≤ 0.5] =

B2 = E[∆π|v > 0.5] =

Z

h(µ)
dµ,
µ
µ
b≤e
µ h(µ)db

µ≤e
µ

∆π(γ + δµ) R

µ>e
µ

∆π(α + βµ) R

Z

h(µ)
dµ,
µ
µ
b>e
µ h(µ)db

µ) − ∆π(γ + δe
µ),
B3 = lim∆→0+ E[∆π|v = 0.5 + ∆] − lim∆→0+ E[∆π|v = 0.5 − ∆] = ∆π(α + βe

B4 = lim∆→0+ E[∆π|v = 0.5 − ∆] = ∆π(γ + δe
µ).
B1

and

B2

E[∆π|v]

are the average ee t of a union loss and win, respe tively.

at the 50% union vote share threshold.

B4

is the ee t of a

B3

is the dis ontinuity in

lose union loss on prots.

In Figure 2 we graph the proposed union and rm oers, and their average, as fun tions of
The dis ontinuityB3  orresponds to the point
45 degree line. The size of the dis ontinuity

yM

urves at that point. Spe i ally,

µ>µ
e.
B1

Therefore,

B1

yU ,

where the average of

yM

To illustrate how knowledge of

µ
e.

B1

yM

and

interse ts the

yU

and

is more negative in that dieren e. The union wins when

weighted by the

to the right of

yU

an be inferred from the distan e between the

orresponds to the area under the

is the area under the

the area under

B3

µ
e,

µ.

through

yM

urve, to the left of

onditional density of

B4

µ.

Similarly,

µ
e.

B2

In parti ular,
orresponds to

helps us infer the behavior governing unions and

rms, as well as the underlying preferen es of workers, we explore the impli ations of the model in
several
that

ases. We rst

B1 = B4 = 0

onsider the behavior of rms. From the above formulation, it

an be seen

implies that the rm does not respond to the threat of an ele tion (γ

to the preferen es of voters (δ
by oering a pay raise (γ

= 0). B1 = B4 < 0

> 0),

nor

implies that the rm responds to the ele tion

but not to the preferen es of the median voter (δ

11

= 0),

= 0),

while

B4 < B1 < 0

implies that the rm responds to the ele tion and to the preferen e of the median

voter. Therefore, by estimating

B1

and

B4

we

an test whether and how rms respond to the threat

of unionization as a result of the ele tion.
If the parameters

α

and

β

are su h that

yU > µ

over most values of

µ > µ
e,

then the union

tends to overshoot the preferen e of the median voter in the majority of ele tions. Su h behavior
is

onsistent with the union pla ing

losing support of the workers. By
onservatively, whi h would be
to gain ele toral support.

B3

onsiderable weight in obtaining higher wages, at a

ontrast, if

yU ≤ µ

ost of

generally holds, the union is a ting relatively

onsistent with the idea that the union redu es its demands in order

What we infer about the union's behavior from realizations of

B2

and

depends in part on whether the rm responds to threat. For example, if the rm abides by the

NLRA, and does not in rease wages in response to the ele tion, then
whi h

ase

B2 = B3 = △π(α).

This s enario

B 2 = B3

implies that

β = 0,

in

orresponds to the situation where the union oers a

xed wage in rease that is independent of the preferen es of voters. The degree to whi h the union
is a ting

onservatively in su h a s enario depends on

responsive to voter preferen es, so that

β > 0.18

is moderating its oers, we need to know both
values, is

yU

greater or less than

α. B2 < B3 < 0

implies that unions are

However, in order to infer to what extent the union

α

and

β,

or to what extent, and over what range of

µ.

We will revisit this model in the empiri al se tion of the paper. After dis ussing our empiri al
analysis, where we estimate

B1

through

B4 ,

we dis uss how we would interpret the ndings that

result from our resear h design in light of this framework.

4

Institutional Ba kground, Data and Resear h Design

The National Labor Relations A t provides the legal framework through whi h most workers in the
United States be ome unionized. Workers that organize into unions through the pro edures spe ied
by the NLRA are guaranteed the right to bargain

olle tively. There are several ways that a group of

workers may be ome unionized under the auspi es of the NLRA, though it is believed that most new
unionization o

urs through representation ele tions [Farber and Western (2001)℄. There are several

steps involved in this pro ess, whi h are des ribed in detail in DiNardo and Lee (2004).
18

More generally,

B2

will be more negative than

B3

provided that

12

∂y/∂µ < 1.

Briey,

when a group of workers de ides to organize into a union, they rst petition the NLRB to hold a
representation ele tion. To be legally granted an ele tion by the NLRB, the petition must be signed
by at least 30% of the workfor e, typi ally over no longer than a six month period. On e the NLRB
determines the appropriate bargaining unit, the NLRB holds an ele tion at the worksite. The union
wins the ele tion with a simple majority of support amongst the workers. Barring obje tions by the
employer, a win means that the union is

ertied as the ex lusive bargaining agent for the unit, and

that the employer is legally required to bargain with the union in good faith.
The resear h design and subsequent data

olle tion were motivated by our desire to estimate the

average ee t of union vi tories and losses in representation ele tion on rm protability, and to
attempt to address some of the aforementioned puzzles and

hallenges we see in the literature. In

olle ting the data our goal was to obtain data on the protability of rms over a long time span,
with a panel stru ture that allows for an event-study design with a long event window. Our sample
size needs to be large enough so that we

an also estimate the

ross-se tional relationship between

post-event ex ess returns and the union vote share. For this reason, and be ause we are interested
in how the union ee t has evolved over time, we sought to

olle t information on ele tions over

as many years as possible. Be ause data on prots of privately held rms are di ult to
we fo us on publi ly traded rms for whi h we

ome by,

ould obtain sto k market information and other

performan e measures available through mandatory dis losure.

4.1 The event study method
Our obje tive is to assess the impa t of union
would like to

erti ation ele tions on rm sto k pri es. Ideally, we

ompare the rm's sto k returns to those that the rm would have experien ed in the

absen e of the event. The event study method provides a framework for predi ting
returns based on aggregate market

onditions. The approa h involves

set of rms around an event to the returns of a
The return for se urity

i

in time

t

omparing the returns of a

omparison portfolio, and other fa tors.

is dened as:

rit =

ounterfa tual

pit − pit−1 + dit
,
pit−1

13

where

pit

is the pri e of the portfolio

19 We group sto ks into

i in period t, and dit

denotes dividends.

20 For ease of

equally-weighted union vi tory and union loss portfolios dened over event-time.

exposition we will denote rms were the union won in an ele tion as union vi tory (UV) rms, and
those were the union lost as union loss (UL) rms.

The return for the portfolio

k

in event-time

τ

is dened as:

n

rkτ =

1X
riτ ,
n
i=1

where

riτ denotes

the return of se urity

i

in the portfolio

k, τ

months relative to the event.

The ex ess return in a given month is the dieren e between the a tual return and the predi ted
return:
ERkτ

If

= rkτ − E[rkτ |Xτ ].

erti ation ele tions lead nan ial markets to revalue the rms, we would expe t to observe

non-zero average ex ess returns in an interval around the event date for the portfolio.
We

ompute the

These

umulative average ex ess return over windows" of time around the event.

umulative returns allow us to tra k the evolution of the performan e of these rms over

time. The

umulative ex ess return over a 24 month period, beginning at the event is

CER(0, 24)k

=

24
X

omputed as:

ERkτ ,

τ =0

where

τ

is the month relative to the event and CER(0, 24)k denotes the

umulative ex ess return

from 0 through 24 months after the event.
Note that
mate of

ausal interpretation of the

E[rkτ |Xτ ]

be unbiased.

umulative average ex ess returns requires that our esti-

Otherwise we will dete t ex ess returns when in fa t pri es are

simply rea ting normally to aggregate market movements.
There are many ways to estimate

E[rkτ |Xt ].

The

ounterfa tual is often modeled as the predi ted

returns given the observed realization of returns from a broad market index. For example, denoting
19
20

The return is adjusted for splits. When appropriate, we in lude the CRSP delisting return.
We nd that estimating market-model parameters using monthly se urity-level data leads to impre ise and un-

stable estimates, in the sense that there is a relatively weak
estimated over

orrelation between estimated market-model parameters

onse utive intervals (for example, two years). However, the results are not sensitive to estimating the

market-models using individual data.

14

Rmτ

as the average return of a broad market index a ross rms in event date

τ,

one

ould estimate:

E[rkτ |Xτ ] = a + bRmτ

using histori al data (Campbell et al., 1997).

(1)

Alternatively, one

ould estimate a model with

additional fa tors, su h as the Fama and Fren h three fa tor model with a momentum term:

E[rkτ |Xτ ] = a + b1 Rmτ + b2 F2τ + b3 F3τ + b4 F4τ ,

where

F2τ , F3τ , F4τ

(2)

are size, book-to-market, and momentum fa tors, again averaged over event-time

((Fama and Fren h, 1993), (Carhart, 1997)).

21

While in several spe i ations we will be ben hmarking returns using these

ommonly used

market models, our analysis will emphasize transparent summaries of the data. We will begin by
presenting the

umulative average ex ess return for the set of union vi tory and union loss forms,

beginning two years prior to the ele tion

losing event, and tra king them for two years after. We

will overlay ea h of these series on the average
same time period.

By

umulative return of a broad market index over the

omparing the slopes of the average

umulative returns prior to the event

relative to the market, it is possible to assess the ee tive beta of the UV and UL portfolios. By
onsidering a very long pre-event window we

an verify that any dieren e in the

of the UL and UV portfolios and the broad market are not simply a

umulative return

ontinuation of dierential pre-

event trends. The long panel also allows us to examine returns several months beyond the event,
so as to

apture the long-run expe ted

osts to the rm, without having to rely on the assumption

that the sto k pri e immediately and instantaneously adjusts to
long-run
A

apture

hanges in the resulting the

ost impli ations of unions.

ompli ation that arises is how one denes the event. The appropriate event is the date on

whi h most the information on the probability of future unionization is in orporated. For mu h of
the sample (1961-1976) we only observe the month that the NLRB

losed the ele tion. While we

have a well-dened event, it is not the only relevant event, and it may not be the most important
one. Alternative events that are potentially important are the petition and ele tion dates. Using
21

See Kenneth Fren h's web page for a des ription of these series (http://mba.tu k.dartmouth.edu/pages/fa ulty/

ken.fren h/data_library.html).
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post-1977 data, where both the ele tion and

losing

alendar dates are available, we nd that the

median time between the ele tion and the NLRB

losing is 10 days. In some

of the parties issues a

onsiderably longer. In ve per ent of the ele tions

hallenge, this gap

an be

it took at least six months for the NLRB to

lose the

ase, typi ally when one

ase. While we do not have data on when the

petition was submitted to the employer, it is known from (Roomkin and Blo k, 1981) that ele tions
usually o

ur very soon after the petition.

In their sample, 42 per ent of ele tions o

urred within

1 month of petition, and 83 per ent within 2 months (Ruba k and Zimmerman, 1984).
we do not believe that using month that the NLRB

Therefore,

losed the ele tion will present serious problems

for estimation if most of the new information is being revealed at or after the petition date.
assess whether gradual diusion of news led to ex ess returns prior to the
to examine a long pre-event window.

To

losing date it is useful

However, empiri ally, we believe that it will be di ult to

distinguish the market's anti ipation of unionization from a mis-spe ied market model.
The event-study method
tion ele tions. We

an inform us on how the equity value of rms responds to

an also estimate event-study models for ele tions with varying degrees of union

support in order to explore heterogeneity in the ee t size. A more
erogeneity in the impa t of
the post-event

erti a-

omplete investigation of het-

erti ation ele tion on sto k market performan e involves estimating

umulative ex ess return for every ele tion and relating these to the vote share in a

exible way. We will also

ondu t this analysis in order to examine the heterogeneity in the sto k

market rea tion to ele tion out omes, and to determine whether there is a dis ontinuous relationship
between

umulative ex ess returns and the vote share at the 50% threshold.

4.2 Dataset Assembly
This study uses three sour es of data: ele tion results from the NLRB, data from the Center for Resear h on Se urity Pri es (CRSP), and the CRSP/Compustat Industrial Quarterly Merged Database.
The NLRB began publi ly reporting representation ele tion vote tallies in 1961. However, previous studies that used NLRB ele tion data have typi ally used re ords that were already in ele troni
form (e.g. Farber and Western (2001), DiNardo and Lee (2004), and Holmes (2006)). We use those
data for the 1977-1999 period, but augment those with data from 1961-1976 that we digitized for

22 Data for the 1961-1976 period were hand-entered from hard

this study.
22

The

1977-1999

period

data

were

obtained

16

from

opies of NLRB monthly

Thomas

Holmes'

website

23

ele tion reports.

Among other things, the NLRB dataset

ontains the number of voters that

voted in favor of the union, the number of voters voting against the union, the number of eligible
voters, the name of the

ompany, a two digit industry

the month that the NLRB

losed the ele tion.

24

ode, the

ity and state of the ele tion, and

The CRSP and Compustat data were obtained

from Wharton Resear h Data Servi es.
The primary obje tive of the data assembly pro ess was to mat h
ele tion les to
we know the

ompanies in the NLRB

ompanies in the CRSP data le. This mat hing pro ess is

omplex be ause while

ompany name where the ele tion took pla e in the NLRB le, we know little else.

25 , 26

Therefore, when mat hing we are looking for similarities in the name listed in NLRB ele tion le to
names that were
the

ever

present in the CRSP les. To this end, we

ompany names in the NLRB ele tion le, and the other

has ever appeared in the CRSP database.
master name le".

27

ontaining every

ontaining

ompany name that

This se ond dataset will be hereafter referred to as the

The master names le

appeared in CRSP.

reated two datasets, one

ontains every name of every

The master name le also

ontains a unique

ompany that has ever

ompany id (the PERMNO)

whi h allows for further mat hing to the CRSP and Compustat databases.
There are 195,889
to

erti ation ele tions in the NLRB dataset that

ould potentially be mat hed

ompanies in the master names le. Be ause the mat hing pro ess is tedious, and must be largely

done by hand, we ex luded any ele tion with less than 100 voters from

onsideration. This ex lusion

results in 24,709 rms in the

erti ation ele tion le to be potentially mat hed to rms in the master

list of CRSP

28 , 29 . These ele tions ompromise 61% of all workers eligible to vote in

NLRB

ompany names.

erti ation ele tions. Using this smaller subset of the ele tions, rms in the ele tion le were

ompared to rms in the master CRSP le. The algorithm mat hes

ompany names in the NLRB

(http://www.e on.umn.edu/~holmes/data/geo_spill/) and are used in Holmes (2006).

23

The re ords were digitized by a data-entry servi e. We took a random sample of re ords and estimated that they

were 99.9% a

24

urate.

For a limited number of years the NLRB data has information of the

date the NLRB

25

losed the

alendar date of the ele tion and the

alendar

ase.

Lo ation of the ele tion is not very useful be ause the CRSP le only

ontains the lo ation of

ompany headquar-

ters, whi h may dier from the lo ation of any establishment undergoing a re ognition ele tion.

26

The only additional information that

ould help us in a mat h is the two digit SIC industry

ode of the estab-

lishment. However, the industry of an establishment may dier from the primary industry of the rm.
will be more useful as a

27

28

Many

This variable

he k for the validity of the mat hes.

ompanies have multiple names.

Be ause a rm an have multiple ele tions, this number in ludes multiple ases of the same rms. There are 18,344

unique rm spellings, though there are fewer unique rm names be ause of misspelled names and abbreviations.

29

In future iterations of this paper we plan on taking a random sample of

order to

onstru t a more representative sample.

17

ompanies with less than 100 voters in

le to

ompany names in the master names le based on spelling distan e.

We used the same

mat hing algorithm employed by DiNardo and Lee (2004), whi h makes use of the SAS SPEDIS
fun tion.

This algorithm

threshold as
than one
the

onsiders

30

andidate mat hes.

omparisons with a spelling distan e above a pre-determined

The algorithm may mat h a

ompany name in the CRSP le. In these

ompany in the ele tion le to more

ases we sele ted the lowest spelling distan e as

andidate mat h. If there was a tie in spelling distan e between two

andidate

omparisons, we

sele ted one mat h at random.
Be ause we mat hed rm on names only, manual inspe tion of the mat hes revealed that our
automated pro edure resulted in many mat hes that were obviously in orre t. Therefore, we had
resear h assistants review every mat h, dropping those where the two rms appeared, in their
judgment, to be a dierent

31 , 32 We then

ompany.

olle ted all of the unmat hed

ompanies in

the ele tion le, from the initial set of 24,709, and looked ea h of them up in Dun and Bradstreet's
Million Dollar Dire tory and the Lexis/Nexis' Dire tory of Corporate Aliations for the year of
ele tion. This step was taken in order to identify subsidiaries of publi ly traded parent
and as a way to add ba k in

ompanies that were dropped erroneously in the previous step.

We ultimately mat hed 7693 ele tions from the NLRB ele tion le to
master le. In 1579

ompanies in the CRSP

ases, the rm in the CRSP le was not publi ly traded at the time the ele tion

took pla e. Therefore, our nal sample
workers eligible to vote in ele tions.

ontains 6114 ele tions. This sample

onsists of 20% of all

33

In order to determine whether the mat hes appear reasonable, we
digit SIC industry

ompare the reported two-

ode and state of the establishment from the ele tion le, to the

orresponding

variables in the CRSP and Compustat les, for industry and state respe tively. Be ause
are diversied, the main SIC
the SIC
30
31

ompanies,

ode for a

ompanies

ompany in the CRSP database need not be the same as

ode for a parti ular establishment in the NLRB ele tion le. Similarly, an establishment

We refer the reader to DiNardo and Lee (2004) for further details on this algorithm.
For example, the algorithm determined that

ompanies in the ele tion le that had the word Ameri an as part

of their name as a su iently good mat h for the
no better mat h. Therefore, a disparate set of

ompany Ameri an Enterprises in the CRSP le, if there was

ompanies like Ameri an Laundry, Ameri an Envelope, and Pan

Ameri an S rews were all mat hed to Ameri an Enterprise. All of these mat hes were dropped by our resear h
assistants.

32

33

Be ause there was an element of judgment, for repli ation purposes these ex lusions were re orded in a log le.
Further inspe tion of the mat hed dataset reveals at least a handful of mat hes that are

be ause we had already begun data analysis we thought it would be inappropriate to
at that stage. We will review the mat hes at a later date.
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learly in orre t. However,

ondu t further sample sele tion

may not be lo ated in the same state as the

ompany's headquarters. However, the

reassuring, in 50% of the mat hes the two digit SIC

omparisons are

odes in the two datasets are the same, while

in 40% of the mat hes the state of the establishment are the same. For referen e, if we randomly
mat h
of

ompanies originating in the NLRB le to names from the master names le, from the subset

ompanies that are in luded in the nal dataset, the

orresponding mat h rate is 5% for industry

and 4% for state.
Previous event studies of

erti ation ele tion use samples of very large ele tions. Ruba k and

Zimmerman (1984) and Bronars and Deere (1990) limit their sample to ele tion with at least 750
eligible voters. Ele tions of this size are quite rare, resulting in small sample sizes (54 union vi tories
in the main sample of Ruba k and Zimmerman (1984)). We believe that the ee ts of

erti ation

ele tions are easier to dete t if the number of eligible voters is large relative to the size of the rm.
However, limiting the sample to large ele tions is neither ne essary nor su ient to a hieve this
obje tive be ause many of these ele tions take pla e in very large rms.
the exa t sample used by Ruba k and Zimmerman (1984), we

While we do not have

an attempt to repli ate it based on

34 , 35 Using their sample sele tion s heme we nd

their des ription of the sample sele tion s heme.

that in more than ten per ent of the ele tions, less than 1% of the rm's workfor e voted. In our

36

reprodu tion of their sample, the median fra tion of the workfor e voting in an ele tion is 5%.
By

ontrast, in our main spe i ations we only

workfor e voted.

onsider ele tions for whi h at

37 In our sample the median ele tion
38

voting (mean = 22%).

onsists of 13% of the

least

5% of the total

ompany's workfor e

Therefore, our sample sele tion s heme not only provides us with ele tions

that are relatively salient for a given rm (or, at a minimum, ex ludes those ele tions whi h are
learly not salient), but also yields a substantially larger sample size as
have obtained using the Ruba k and Zimmerman
34

We

Our baseline sample is almost eight

onta ted Professor's Ruba k and Zimmerman to request their dataset.

than 20 years ago they understandably

35

riterion.

ompared to what we would

As their paper was published more

ould no longer provide it.

Using the Ruba k and Zimmerman pro edure we ended up with almost twi e as many ele tions as they had

onsidered over the same time period.
the petition date.

The only information that Ruba k and Zimmerman had that we do not is

They ex luded ele tions where the petition date was unavailable.

We therefore infer that this

ex lusion restri tion would have resulted in us dropping 50% of the ele tions in the sample.

36

Huth and Ma Donald (1990)

ondu t an event-study of de erti ation ele tions. Their sample sele tion s heme

involves all de erti ation ele tions involving at least 250 workers between June 1977 and May 1987. They also do
not

ondition on there being a su iently high fra tion of a rm's workers involved in the ele tion. Our (inexa t)

reprodu tion of their sample has a median fra tion of the workpla e voting of 2%, with approximately 30% of ele tions
in the sample involving less than 1% of the

37

38

ompany's workfor e.

Total employment in the year of the ele tion is from the Compustat annual les.
We do not use ele tions where employment information is missing.
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times larger than the Ruba k and Zimmerman sample.
We present summary statisti s of rm
ele tions.

Columns (2) and (3)

(hereafter the  ≥

5%

hara teristi s in Table 1. Column (1)

orrespond to ele tions where at least 5% of the workfor e voted

sample) for UV and UL rms respe tively.

Columns (4) and (5)

to ele tions where less than 5% of the workfor e voted (hereafter the  <
rms respe tively.
databases.

orresponds to all

orrespond

5% sample) for UV and UL

We report the market value of the rm using both the CRSP and the Compustat

Be ause there are a large number of missing observations in the Compustat database,

espe ially before 1970, these measures dier.

Companies in the Compustat database have larger

market value on average, implying that small rms are underrepresented in the Compustat dataset.
Looking at the rst row of Table 1, there are about twi e as many ele tions in the
than in the

≥ 5%

< 5%

sample

sample, and in both samples there are about twi e as many rms where the union

lost than where the union won.
smaller than rms in the

< 5%

Not surprisingly, rms in the
sample.

This inferen e

≥ 5%

sample tend to be substantially

an be made by

omparing a variety of

measures, in luding employment (3621 vs.74,117 employees) and market value ($200 million vs.
$2.2 billion, using the more broadly available CRSP measure). However, the
bigger ele tions, with an average of 450 workers voting as

< 5%

≥ 5%

orresponds to

ompared to an average of 292 in the

sample.

In addition to the mean and standard deviation, for variables derived from the Compustat
database we report in the bra es the average per entile rank of that variable relative to all other
rms in the Compustat database in the year and quarter of ele tion.

The average per entile rank

is

ompanies in the Compustat

onvenient for assessing how the rms in our sample

universe, and also has the advantage that it is a statisti
per entile rankings it

an be seen that rms in the

per entile in the size distribution of all Compustat
are, on average, in the 35th per entile.

ompare to

that is "robust" to outliers.

< 5%

From the

sample tend to be around the 75th

ompanies whereas rms in the

≥ 5%

sample

In both samples, rms tend to be fairly representative with

respe t to prot margins, return on assets, Tobin's Q, and the dividend ratio.

At the time of the

ele tion, UL and UV rms appear to be similar in most measures, in luding employment, market
value, prot margin, prot per employee, Tobin's average Q, and industry
Table 1 also shows the delisting rate for
within two years of the ele tion,

omposition.

ompanies. We report the fra tion of

ompanies delisted

onditional on being listed 2 years prior to the ele tion. UV rms
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are a somewhat more likely to delist than UL rms in the event-window (10% versus 7%). We will
onsider several approa hes to address this potential problem, as well as the presen e of missing
returns in general.

These approa hes involve imputing missing returns, estimating all models ex-

luding periods with missing returns, or limiting the sample to rms that have no missing returns in
the event window. Simply ex luding missing values has the disadvantage that some of the
in

umulative returns over time may ree t rms that are entering or dropping out of the sample.

Using a balan ed panel has the advantage that we
not

hanges

oming about from

an be sure that any dieren es over time are

ompositional dieren es. However, a balan ed panel does involve throwing

away a large number of ele tions, and implies that in lusion into the sample may depend on the
realization of the dependent variable. We will demonstrate that the results are not sensitive to the
approa h

5

onsidered.

Empiri al Results

In Figure 3 we plot the average
average

umulative return of the portfolio of union vi tory rms against the

umulative return of the broad market index over the same time period. Spe i ally, for

ea h ele tion we

ompute the

umulative sum of that se urity's returns beginning 24 months prior

to the ele tion through 24 months after the ele tion.

39 For ea h ele tion we also take the umulative

sum of the broad market index's returns over the same 25 months. We then average these
returns over ea h month relative to
for the market. In

ompanies with union vi tories and

onstru tion of this gure we impute missing returns with market returns in the

same month, though we will also
returns.

erti ation (-24 to +24) for

umulative

onsider several alternative spe i ations where we do not impute

We use the CRSP equally weighted market index in luding dividends to proxy for the

market.
The gure reveals that prior to the

erti ation event both the UV and the market portfolios

have almost identi al trends, suggesting that the union vi tory portfolio has a beta of
union vi tory portfolio displays a noti eable downward break in the average

lose to 1. The

umulative return trend

around the month that the NLRB re ognizes the union. There is no similar dis ernible break in trend
in the broad market index.
39

For

The union vi tory portfolio than gradually experien es lower returns

onvenien e, we will often refer to the event month as the ele tion month", though it should be understood

that we a tually only know when the NLRB

losed the

ase.
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than the market until about 15 months after

erti ation, when it reverts ba k to the market trend.

We interpret the gure as providing eviden e that union ele tion

erti ation wins are asso iated

with large and negative ex ess returns.
In order to assess magnitudes and statisti al signi an e of the ex ess returns presented in
Figure 3, in Figure 4 we plot the market-adjusted
The market-adjusted return is

umulative return with a 95%

omputed as the dieren e in the average

onden e band.

umulative return of the

UV portfolio and that of the market index. In Panel A we plot this return for the entire 49 month
window, while in Panel B we

ompute this return beginning at the

erti ation month. This se ond

panel is the relevant one for assessing the overall ee t size, and for assessing statisti al signi an e.
The gures show that the downward shift in the market-adjusted return that emerges soon after the
ele tion is

losed by the NLRB is statisti ally signi ant.

We

an reje t with 95%

onden e that

the average ex ess returns are equal to zero after 4 month.
We have

ondu ted a variety of analyses to probe whether the pattern seen in Figure 3 is robust.

These in lude plotting the average

umulative return of the union vi tory portfolio against the

market without imputing missing data (Appendix Figure 1), using a balan ed panel (Appendix
Figure 2), ex luding ele tions where following

erti ation the

umulative abnormal returns are

in the 5th or 95th per entile among all ele tions (Appendix Figure 3), and plotting the average
umulative return of the UV portfolio and of the market over an eight year window, four years prior
to the ele tion
pattern of

losing month, and four years after (Appendix Figure 4).

In all

ases the overall

40

umulative returns look very similar to that of Figure 3.

In Figure 5 we plot the average
model ben hmark.

umulative ex ess return of the UV portfolio using a market-

As is standard in event-studies, we estimate these ex ess returns in two steps.

We rst estimate the parameters

α and β

in equation (1).

We use an estimation window whi h is 60

months long, ending 25 months prior to the event. Then, beginning 24 months prior to the event we
umulative predi tion errors CER(0, T ), for

ompute and plot the

allows us to test the adequa y of the model used to predi t the

T = 0 − 24.

The pre-event data

ounterfa tual returns in the post-

event period. As before, we use the CRSP equally-weighted index that in ludes dividends to proxy
40

Perhaps the only ex eption is Appendix Figure 4 in whi h the

onverge towards the market sometime after two year. We
Possible reasons in lude

hanges in

or a very long-run ee t of

umulative returns of the UV portfolio appears to

an only spe ulate as to why this

omposition as in reasingly more rms are delisted,

onvergen e is happening.

hanged beta of the portfolio,

erti ation wins that leads to some improvements in rm performan e.
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for the market. The resulting pattern in ex ess returns looks very similar to the market-adjusted
version in Figure 4.
negative after.

Average

umulative ex ess returns are

The total post-event average

In Figure 6 we present average

lose to 0 prior to the ele tion, and are

umulative ex ess return is approximately -10%.

umulative ex ess returns using the four-fa tor Fama-Fren h

model des ribed in equation (2) as the ben hmark.

41

This method yields the same pattern of ex ess

returns, and overall magnitude of ee ts, that we observe with the market-adjusted and one fa tor
models.
A surprising feature of Figures 4-7 is that, while the e ient market hypothesis would predi t
that the entire

erti ation ee t should be fully arti ulated by the time of the ele tion month, we

instead see a sustained ee t, with a divergen e in ex ess returns between the UV portfolio and
the market index that begins around the time of ele tion and persists for approximately 15 months.
There are several reasons for why the e ient market predi tion may not hold.

It may be that

while these events were known, investors or analysts did not know how to revalue the
with this information.

This explanation is

are relatively infrequent.
As the

onsistent with he fa t that large unionization events

It may also be the

ase that this news was slow to diuse to investors.

ompanies in our sample are relatively small, only 50% of them had analyst

42

the time of the ele tion (over the 1983-1999 period).
were not widely publi ized or known.
returns be a

43 , 44

ompany

overage at

It is therefore possible that these ele tions

Both explanations would imply that negative ex ess

ompanied by inferior out omes of performan e measures that were readily available

and interpretable by investors, for example assets or prots.
the growth rate of these

In Se tion 6.1 we will see that, in fa t,

ompanies breaks trend at the same time, and for about the same number

of months, as equity value.
We now turn to the evolution of the unionization ee t over time. The DiNardo and Lee (2004)
sample in ludes ele tions beginning in 1984.

It is possible that unions no longer ae ted rm

performan e in this latter period, while in earlier years the ee ts may have been more pronoun ed.
41
42

We use the same estimation and event window as with the basi

market model.

The 50% gure is derived from I/B/E/S International analyst data for years 1983-1999, the maximum possible

time span.

43

We have attempted to

overage.

ompare the pattern of ex ess returns for those

However, be ause data on analyst

ompanies with and without analyst

overage is only available starting in 1983, these tests are too low-

powered to make any meaningful inferen es.

44

Inattention to predi table events in nan ial markets is not unpre edented, for example, see Dellavigna and

Pollet (forth oming).
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In Figure 7 we
o

ompare the average

umulative market adjusted return of UV rms for ele tion

urring in the 1961-1983 period (Panel A) to those o

The gure indi ates that the average ee t of a union

urring in the 1984-1999 period (Panel B).
erti ation win on rm performan e has

remained fairly stable over time.
Table 2 presents regression estimates.
of the three ben hmark models.

In the rst row of Panel A we report CER(0,24) for ea h

Columns (1)-(3)

and four-fa tor models respe tively.

orrespond to the market-adjusted, one fa tor,

The estimated post-event

-9% to -13%, and all are signi ant at the 1% level.
rea tion from the petition, whi h typi ally o
se ond row we

al ulate the

45

umulative ex ess returns range from

In order to

apture possible sto k market

urs two to three months prior to the ele tion, in the

umulative return starting four months prior to the ele tion

losing.

The estimates are slightly more negative than when starting on the re ognition month though, as
ould be seen from the graphs, most of the ee t emerges after the NLRB re ognizes the union.
the third and fourth rows we report the

umulative ex ess returns over two pre-event spans.

In

These

returns are statisti ally indistinguishable from 0. The la k of signi ant ex ess returns prior to the
ele tion indi ates that the market did not anti ipate these events, on average.
To gauge magnitudes we

al ulate that a 10% negative return

orresponds to approximately $20

million in lost market value (in 1998 dollars), or $40,522 per worker who is eligible to vote. This
appears to be a plausible value. For example, if the average in ome of workers prior to

erti ation

is $35,000, then our magnitudes imply approximately a 9% union wage premium.
In Figure 8 we present average

umulative returns for the union loss portfolio against the market,

as in Figure 3. As with the UV ele tions, this portfolio tra ks the market quite well prior to the
ele tion, but unlike the UV portfolio it does not appear to break trend after the ele tion. If anything,
there is a gradual in rease in the

umulative return of the UL portfolio after the ele tion, though in

Figure 8, whi h presents the dieren e in these series with

onden e bands, we

an see that this

dieren e is not signi ant.
Panel B of Table 2 reports from

umulative ex ess returns for the two years following the ele tion

losing event for the union loss portfolio. Consistent with what we observe in Figure 4, the
ex ess returns are

lose to zero and statisti ally insigni ant in all

umulative

ases.

Our sample sele tion s heme was in part predi ated on sele ting ele tions for whi h a sizable
45

Standard errors are derived from the formula in Patell (1976).
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fra tion of the rm's workfor e was voting.
falsi ation

In pra ti e we used a 5%

uto.

As an additional

he k we examine whether ele tions with low fra tion of workfor e voting experien e

similar patterns of abnormal returns. In Figure 9 we plot the average

umulative return of these

low per entage ele tions, for both rms where the union won, and for rms where the union lost.
We overlay these series on the average

umulative return of the market index. For reasons that are

unknown to us, both sets of rms are under-performing the market over the entire event-window.
However, neither the UV or the UL portfolio exhibit a break in trend relative to market, or to ea h
other around

erti ation.

5.1 Compustat analysis
The results presented up to this point suggest that union vi tories are asso iated with negative
ex ess returns. We

omplement this analysis with an additional investigation using variables from

the balan e sheets and in ome statements of these rms.

Using quarterly data from Compustat,

we examine whether shareholder equity, assets, total liabilities/total assets (a measure of leverage),
plant, property and equipment, sales, the dividend ratio, Tobin's average Q, prot margin, and
return on assets are ae ted by the out ome of representation ele tions.

We

ompute the average

value of these variables (logged when appropriate) over the 12 quarters before and after the event
date,

46 As before, we are looking to see whether these series were

omparing UV and UL rms.

trending dierentially prior to the event, and whether their trend breaks around the time of the
event.
Unfortunately, the early part of the sample period is unusable in the Compustat analysis be ause
many of these variables were not reported until the late 1960's, and not universally until the early
1970's. Moreover, as seen in Table 1, the fra tion of observations that are missing is substantially
higher in the Compustat dataset than in the CRSP dataset. For these reasons, for this analysis we
will only

onsider ele tions over the 1973-1999 period. In order to mitigate

omposition bias to due

to unbalan ed panels we demean the variables, but do not drop ele tions with missing values.
In nine panels of Figure 11 we plot averages of these de-meaned variables over event-time, in
ea h
46

ase

omparing ele tions where the union won to those where the union lost. Figure 12 plots

All variables in dollar units are expressed in 1998 dollars.
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the dieren e in these series with a 95%
of variables that proxy for size are

onden e band.

47 . The gures show that the time pattern

onsistent with the pattern in equity value.

a downward break in trend near, or just before

UV rms display

erti ation, in total assets (Panel A), shareholder

equity (Panel B), and sales (Panel C). The redu tion in asset growth is
to redu ed growth of plant, property, and equipment (Panel D).

oming about in large part

Be ause of small sample sizes,

48 We see

these series are not as well-behaved as those for equity values, but they look very similar.

little ee t of union wins on a measure of leverage, dened as long-term debt divided by total assets
(Panel E). This last nding

an be viewed as

ir umstantial eviden e that

ompanies are not using

leverage strategi ally to inuen e bargaining negotiations, at least in this sample.

49

The marked redu tion in the growth rate of assets is notable be ause if unionization is in reasing
the pri e of labor, there should be substitution from labor to

apital (though, as seen in Panel F,

Tobin's average Q appears stable). That assets are a tually de lining implies that the s ale ee t
from redu ed reinvestment dominates this possible substitution ee t.

The time pattern of these

variables also sheds light on the seemingly slow rea tion of investors to unionization events that we
see in Figure 3. The pattern of ex ess returns mirrors the time-pattern we observe in shareholder
equity, assets, sales and pre-tax in ome.
the ee t of unionization only after

The eviden e is

onsistent with sto k market pri ing in

hanges in these variables be ome known.

While the redu ed relative size of the UV rms is asso iated with lower pretax in ome (Panel G),
return on assets appears stable (Panel H). The prot margin in UV rms appears to de line a bit
relative to UL rms, but not until about 7 quarters after the ele tion (Panel I). At rst blush, the
nding that

ompanies that undergo unionization experien e lower growth rates but stable return

on assets and prot margins may seem puzzling.

However, if rms only sele t proje ts that are

su iently protable, and unionization redu es the number of these high net present value (NPV)
proje ts, it is then possible for the

ompany's growth rate to de line in spite of experien ing no

hange in its operating performan e.
In Table 3 we present dieren e-in-dieren e estimates for the ee t of a union vi tory relative
47
48

Standard errors are

lustered on the ele tion id.

We have also examined the

orresponding gures using a balan ed panel.

The overall patterns are the same as

when using the unbalan ed sample, however be ause we lose so many ele tions the onden e intervals are substantially
wider.

49

Bronars and Deere (1991) shows that there is a positive asso iation of nan ial leverage and unionization in the

ross-se tion. Matsa (2006) provides eviden e that rm measures of leverage were ae ted by state-level
right-to-work laws.
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hanges in

to a union loss on ea h of the six aforementioned variables.
event-time observations.

The sample

onsists of ele tion

We regress ea h of the (non-demeaned) variables on ele tion xed-ee ts,

an indi ator for whether the NLRB

losed the ele tion on or after the given quarter (post"), and

the intera tion of post" with an indi ator for whether the union won the ele tion (post
win.").

×

×

union

The point estimates suggest that assets, shareholder equity, and sales fall by approximately

10% in UV rms after the ele tion, relative to UL rms.

Prots of UV rms are approximately 17%

lower in the post-ele tion period relative to the pre-ele tion period, relative to UL rms.
estimates, whi h are in the realm of statisti al signi an e, are

These

onsistent with the 10-14% negative

ex ess returns we observe in equities.

5.2 Heterogeneity
In view of the ndings summarized in the pre eding dis ussion, a natural question
how

an these large ee ts be

omes to mind:

onsistent with the substantially smaller ones found in DiNardo and

Lee (2004)? This se tions aims at providing a partial answer to this question.
Whereas DiNardo and Lee (2004) identify the unionization ee t by fo using on
the dis ussion in Se tion 3 suggests that we

lose ele tions,

an learn about how unions ae t rms by examining

the heterogeneity in the ee ts of unionization at all points in the vote share distribution.

This

analysis is possible be ause of the long-panel stru ture that we have at our disposal.
We begin by relating the

umulative market-adjusted return,

the two years following the month that the NLRB
ele tion

i,

we denote this

E[CMAR(0, 24)i |vi ],
A more

where

omputed at the se urity-level over

loses the ele tion, to the union vote share. For

umulative market-adjusted return as CMAR(0, 24)i .

vi

denotes the union vote share in ele tion

omplete investigation into this relationship involves

50 .

return for every rm in the sample using a market model.

We will estimate

i.

omputing the

umulative ex ess

To this end, we estimate the alpha

and beta for every rm using the spe i ation:

rit = αi + βi Rt .

We estimate this model using up to ve years of histori al returns ending ve months prior to the
50

The results are not sensitive to a

umulating ex ess returns over shorter or longer windows.
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51

ele tion.

We do not estimate this model for sto ks that had less than 10 months of returns

available in the estimation window.
Be ause we are using monthly data, we have found that the estimated parameters from the
market-model on individual sto ks are quite impre ise.
in the

umulative ex ess returns.

In a handful of

This impre ision in turn leads to impre ision
ases the estimated betas are very large (for

example, greater than 10 in absolute value) resulting in extreme outliers.

The reason for this

impre ision is that by estimating a dierent market model for every se urity, our model is overparametrized.
vote share, we

Be ause we are primarily interested in how the

umulative ex ess returns relates to

an mitigate this problem by assuming that the parameters from the market model

evolve smoothly over the vote share, thus allowing us to impose some additional stru ture.
given value of the vote share we predi t

pred-βi

pred-αi

αand β

βi

using:

2
3
4
d
= E[β
i |vi ] = c + d1 vi + d2 vi + d3 vi + d4 vi ,
2
3
4
d
= E[α
i |vi ] = c + e1 vi + e2 vi + e3 vi + e4 vi .

We estimate these models using the estimated
pra ti e we

αi

βi

and

for ea h of the individual equities.

ompute pred-αi and pred-βi even when there was not su ient data to estimate

for a given sto k, though the results are not sensitive to ex luding these

are then

For a

ases.

αi

In
and

Ex ess returns

omputed as:

ERit = rit − (pred-αi + pred-βi Rt ).
As before, the

umulative ex ess returns are

al ulated as:

CER(0, T )i

=

T
X

ERiτ .

τ =0

We are interested in the shape of

E[CMAR(0, 24)i |vi ]

and

E[CER(0, 24)i |vi ].

We graphi ally

plot these fun tions by: (1) averaging CMAR(0, 24)i and CER(0, 24)i over 20 equally-spa ed vote

52 and (2) plotting the predi ted values from the model

share bins,
where
51
52

p(·)

denotes a sixth-order polynomial,

1(vi > 0.5)

E[yi |vi ] = p(vi ) + β1(vi > 0.5),

is an indi ator fun tion for whether the

Not all sto ks have 60 months of returns available in the estimation window.
See DiNardo and Lee (2004) for a des ription of

onstru tion of these 20 equally spa ed bins.
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union vote share in a given ele tion ex eeds 50%, and

yi is

either CMAR(0, 24)i or CER(0, 24)i ,

depending on the spe i ation.
Figure 14 presents estimates of

E[CMAR(0, 24)i |vi ]

using both of these approa hes.

eren e, Figure 13 shows the histogram of the union vote share variable.)
eviden e that the ee t of a
vote share.

(For ref-

Figure 14 shows

lear

erti ation ele tion is heterogeneous, and that it depends on the union

The negative impa t of a union ele tion win appears to be ome markedly more pro-

noun ed when the union has a higher vote share. Firms with union losses also exhibit a downward
sloping relationship between ex ess returns and vote share.

53

As in the Dinardo and Lee study,

there is no dis ernible dis ontinuity in the CMAR at the 50% threshold.
dis ontinuity is somewhat perverse: rms with
umulative returns vis-a-vis rms with
signi ant, it is the
with

In fa t, the estimated

lose union wins experien e elevated post-ele tion

lose union losses. While this dieren e is not statisti ally

ase that the negative

umulative market-adjusted returns experien ed by rms

lose union losses are signi ant.

In Figure 15 we plot the estimated fun tion

E[CER(0, 24)i |vi ].

The predi ted values resemble

those obtained using market-adjusted returns. There is no visible dis ontinuity in ex ess returns at
the 50% threshold and, as before,

E[CER(0, 24)i |vi ]

vote share is asso iated with 20-30 per ent negative
dieren e between the estimated

is negatively sloped. Greater than 60% union
umulative ex ess returns. The most noti eable

E[CMAR(0, 24)i |vi ]

and

E[CER(0, 24)i |vi ]

fun tions is that the

latter appears to be a bit atter for union vote shares lower than 50%.
We now turn to several

he ks of validity. For these analyses we will fo us on CER. In Figure 16

we overlay the predi ted CER in months 0 through 24 (shown in Figure 15) with the predi ted CER

54

for months -24 through -4.

The gure shows that the gradient in CER by vote share, seen for

months 0 to 24, is not present for months -24 through -4.
CER observed for higher vote shares is not a

This plot reassures us that the negative

ontinuation of a pre-event trend.

In order to address the issue of pre-event trends more

ompletely, we

onsider an additional analy-

sis where we adjust ex ess returns in the post-event period for possible pre-event trends.
we
53

Spe i ally,

al ulate the ex ess return in the post-event period deviated from the average ex ess return in
At extreme vote shares there is more variability in the predi ted

umulative market-adjusted returns due to small

sample sizes.
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CER(-24,-1) is

al ulated just as CER(0,24) ex ept that the market model uses an estimation window that ends

29 months prior to the ele tion, as opposed to 5 as was the

ase for the post-event ex ess returns.

estimation window in order to avoid having it overlap with event window.

29

We use a dierent

the pre-event period:

−6
1 X
ERiτ
adjusted-ERit = ERit −
18 τ =−24
We then

al ulate:
adjusted-CER(0, 24)i

=

24
X

adjusted-ERiτ .

τ =0

Figure 17 plots the predi ted adjusted-CER with a 95%
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onden e band.

The Figure shows

virtually the same pattern of heterogeneity seen in the earlier gures, though with a wider

onden e

band.
In Table 4 we
used to

ondu t formal statisti al inferen e.

onstru t Figures 14-17, in

the union won the ele tion.

Using the same sample of 1347 ele tions

olumn (1) we regress CMAR(0,24) on a dummy for whether

Consistent with earlier analyses, we nd that union wins experien e

umulative ex ess returns that are 12.5% per entage points lower than rms with union losses (tratio = -3.44).

In

olumn (2) we add the union vote share as a

variable alone attenuates the

ovariate.
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The introdu tion of this

oe ient on the union win dummy to 0.024 (t-ratio = 0.06).

Adding

higher-order polynomial terms in the vote share ( olumn 3) only in reases the estimated union win
oe ient.

The regression dis ontinuity" estimate of a union win is 4.8%, whi h is statisti ally

indistinguishable from 0.

In

olumn (4) we examine whether the negative gradient between CMAR

and the vote share diers among ele tions where the union won and lost.

Spe i ally, we regress

CMAR(0,24) on a union win indi ator, the vote share, and the vote share intera ted with the win
indi ator. The intera tion term is statisti ally insigni ant.
In

olumns (5)-(8) we estimate the same models using CER(0,24) as the dependent variable. The

point estimates are very similar to those found using CMAR(0,24) and, qualitatively, the
do not

on lusions

hange. As already indi ated, the main dieren e in results is on the slope on vote share for

losing ele tions. In

olumn (8) it

an be seen that there is a more pronoun ed negative relationship

between CER(0,24) and vote share amongst UV rms than UL rms, though this dieren e is only
at the margins of signi an e.
For
55

ompleteness, in

olumns (9)-(12) we estimate the same set of models using CER(-24,-4) as

As before, the ex ess returns from the pre-event period are

months prior to the

window that ends 5 months prior to the
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al ulated using an estimation window that ends 29

losing month. The ex ess returns from the post-event period are

al ulated using an estimation

losing month.

Vote share is grouped into one of 20 equally spa ed bins, ranging from 0 to 1. We transform this variable in order

to avoid the integer problem des ribed in DiNardo and Lee (2004).
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the dependent variable. None of the patterns observed when using CER(0,24) as the dependent variable are evident here. In

olumns (13)-(16) we re-estimate these models using adjusted-CER(0,24)

as the dependent variable.

The point estimates are very

lose to the ones using CER(0,24), but

are estimated less pre isely, with standard errors approximately 50% larger than those in

olumns

(5)-(8).

5.3 Dis ussion
In order to fa ilitate interpretation of these results, we revisit the theoreti al framework outlined
above. Using the notation from the model, the point estimates imply that

B2

is relatively large. As dis ussed in Se tion 3,

B1 ≈ 0 implies that the rm is largely unresponsive

to the ele tion, or to the preferen es of the median voter. This result is
are

B1 and B3 are small, while

omplying with NLRA rules that prohibit rms from

onsistent with rms that

hanging working

onditions in order to

gain votes in an NLRB ele tion.
The limited responsiveness on the part of the rm helps us pin down the parameters governing
the behavior of the union. Figure 18 graphi ally shows the

ir umstan es under whi h there

ould

be a large average ee t of unionization, while at the same time there be a limited dieren e in the
ee ts of

lose union wins relative to

lose union losses. Be ause the rm does not adjust its oer

in relation to worker preferen es, it is only possible to have a

lose ele tion when workers have low

toleran e for high wages, and when the union's proposal is small.
small dis ontinuity (B3

≈ 0)

implies a small

α.

Spe i ally, as

an be seen, a

Therefore, when workers have limited toleran e for

higher wages, unions tends to make very modest proposals. Also evident from Figure 18 is that we
must sele t a small

β

with su iently large

so as to make the dis ontinuity small. Provided that there are some ele tions

µ

( orresponding to large

yU ),

in doing so we

an preserve a large average

unionization ee t.
A small

β

implies that unions sluggishly adjust their proposals to a

ommodate the underlying

preferen es of the workers. In parti ular, unions will make larger, but in reasingly
as the median worker's preferred wage in reases. Su h behavior suggests that as

onservative oers

µ

be omes larger,

the ena ted wage is below the preferred wage for an in reasingly larger share of workers. However, as
Figure 18 demonstrates, the pattern of results is

onsistent with unions generally oering proposals

that are lower than the preferen e of the median voter over most values of
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µ.

Su h behavior is

onsistent with unions that pla e a high premium on winning ele tions, even at a

ost of lower

wages.
The results also have impli ations for the relationship between unionization and out omes that we
have not

onsidered in this paper. If we think of the preferen e of the median voter as related to the

establishment's elasti ity of labor demandin that preferen es for higher
to establishments with relatively inelasti

ompensation

labor demandthese results suggest that new unionization

should lead to relatively limited employment ee ts, even when the rm experien es
equity loss from new unionization.

orrespond

onsiderable

This is be ause, through sele tion, unionization leads to large

prot impa ts only when labor demand is inelasti .

We should not expe t to see plant

losure

following unionization, as the median voter would ne essarily be adversely impa ted by that out ome.
In light of the model, the histogram of the union vote share presented in Figure 13 provides
additional information about the underlying distribution of preferen es. The histogram shows that
there are more union losses than wins.

Moreover, the vote share distribution is bell shaped, so

that large union wins or defeats are relatively infrequent. If we think about the union vote share
distribution as an endogenous out ome of the model des ribed in Se tion 3, it must be the
that most ele tions

orrespond to small

µbelow µ
e

in Figure 18. Furthermore, sin e there are not

many ele tions where the union wins overwhelmingly, there
of ele tions with very large

µ.

ase

an only be a relatively small number

If we again relate preferen es to the elasti ity of labor demand, the

model therefore suggests that most establishments undergoing ele tions have relatively elasti
demand. As already suggested, it is the relatively few

ases where demand is inelasti

labor

that lead to

the large average ee ts of new unionization on equity value.
Of

ourse, there are important

aveats to be made.

First, while the estimated RD estimate is

lose to zero (and positive), it is measured with some impre ision.
us to rule out

umulative ex ess returns between -8% and +18%.

The RD estimates do not allow
However, it is the

ase that the

negative ee ts of unionization that we observe on average are largely driven by ele tions with more
extreme vote shares.

A se ond

aveat is that the model outlined above is not the only one that

an explain the pattern in the results.

For example, it may be the

ase that unions need to have

widespread support among the workers in order to be ee tive, perhaps be ause it is the only way
that a strike threat would be

redible.
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6

Con lusion

The e onomi

ee ts of unions on the labor market and the e onomy has been a longstanding area

of interest for e onomists with debates regarding the impa t of unions on wages, their potential role
as monopolies, and their role in work stoppages, as well as the question of why they
and survive in a

ompetitive labor market.

Moreover, a

an even exist

omplete understanding of the e onomi

impli ations of de lining unionization is not possible without pre isely knowing how unions ae t
rms.
We began by asking whether the

ase of National Linen Servi es was the rule or the ex eption.

In one respe t, it is the rule. We have shown that new unionization is asso iated with a redu tion
in the rm's market value totaling approximately $40,500 per worker eligible to vote. This nding
is robust to the use of a variety of spe i ations, and to the use of several dierent
market ben hmarks.

ommonly used

The negative ee ts of unionization on the equity value of rms appears fairly

stable over time, showing no major dieren es before or after 1984. An examination of the balan e
sheets and in ome statements of both sets of rms reveals that unionization wins are asso iated with
relatively lower growth, though there is little eviden e to suggest that these rms experien ed lower
return on assets or prot margins as

ompared to UL rms. The eviden e is therefore

onsistent

with unionization redu ing the number of (su iently) positive NPV proje ts available to a rm.
However, when viewed in isolation, the NLS

ase misses what turns out to be important hetero-

geneity in the sto k market rea tion to re ognition ele tions. Using a dierent sample than Dinardo
and Lee, we also nd RD estimates that imply that unions are largely inee tive, at least to the
extent that they do not ae t a rm's equity value. This nding

an be re on iled with the ndings

from the event-study analysis through the negative gradient in ex ess returns in relation to the union
vote share. There is smoothness in the predi ted ex ess returns about the 50% vote share threshold
be ause more overwhelming union vi tories are asso iated with worse nan ial performan e relative
to more limited union wins. These results are

onsistent with rms that do not respond to the threat

of an ele tion, the existen e of a limited number of ele tions where workers demand substantially
higher wages, and unions that pla e a high premium on winning ele tions.
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Eviden e from the

Table 1: Summary Statistics

Number of elections
Vote share for union

At least 5% of workforce voting
Union wins
Union loses
404
965

Less than 5% of workforce voting
Union wins
Union loses
1153
2681

0.621
[0.108]

0.348
[0.098]

0.640
[0.128]

0.346
[0.101]

Number of voters

446.9
[537.100]

454.315
[567.966]

278.146
[265.554]

297.602
[301.021]

Number eligible

492.5
[649.683]

495.798
[656.433]

286.114
[286.914]

317.454
[329.610]

Fraction of employees voting

0.199
[0.206]

0.223
[0.203]

0.013
[0.012]

0.013
[0.012]

Year of election

1975.4
[9.191]

1977.048
[9.067]

1974.812
[9.135]

1976.542
[9.384]

Fraction in Manufacturing

0.525
[0.500]

0.528
[0.499]

0.487
[0.500]

0.501
[0.500]

Fraction in Construction

0.252
[0.435]

0.230
[0.421]

0.310
[0.463]

0.312
[0.463]

Number of employees

3885.5
[5413.8]

3510.0
[5355.3]

70261
[136508]

75775.740
[123899.100]

Market Value (CRSP)

197.0
[434.0]

201.476
[518.9]

2249.3
[6248.941]

2169.632
[6342.550]

Market Value (Compustat)

308.717
[614.9]
{0.336}

329.805
[799.0]
{0.329}

6334.1
[13372]
{0.760}

7581
[16343]
{0.780}

Shareholder equity

242.6
[433.0]
{0.344}

233.2
[497.721]
{0.314}

4991.712
[13859.310]
{0.774}

4480
[9432]
{0.774}

588.4
[1243.327]
{0.373}

683.8
[1876.515]
{0.313}

13974
[36396]
{0.779}

14165
[33308]
{0.788}

Total Liabilities/Total Assets

0.060
[0.118]
{0.535}

0.068
[0.162]
{0.421}

0.062
[0.112]
{0.562}

0.071
[0.183]
{0.595}

Pretax income

15.114
[46.971]
{0.351}

9.762
[41.908]
{0.356}

249.3
[731.7]
{0.738}

276.292
[731.061]
{0.741}

Total Assets

Table 1 (cont.)
At least 5% of workforce voting
Union wins
Union loses

Less than 5% of workforce voting
Union wins
Union loses

Sales

160.734
[238.7]
{0.329}

144.2
[225.088]
{0.308}

2693.538
[5306.252]
{0.800}

3041
[5534]
{0.804}

Tobin's Q

1.167
[0.658]
{0.444}

1.297
[0.694]
{0.503}

1.287
[0.642]
{0.477}

1.309
[0.625]
{0.557}

Profit margin

0.069
[0.119]
{0.435}

0.060
[0.167]
{0.497}

0.084
[0.073]
{0.464}

0.084
[0.074]
{0.518}

Income/Employees

0.004
[0.023]
{0.414}

0.003
[0.008]
{0.489}

0.004
[0.006]
{0.485}

0.004
[0.007]
{0.510}

Return on Assets

0.013
[0.051]
{0.476}

0.022
[0.037]
{0.530}

0.026
[0.023]
{0.470}

0.027
[0.027]
{0.510}

Dividend Ratio

0.633
[3.415]
{0.424}

0.259
[1.100]
{0.491}

1.147
[6.993]
{0.582}

0.941
[11.023]
{0.576}

Fraction of stocks delisted

0.10
0.07
0.04
0.02
[0.30]
[0.30]
[0.19]
[0.15]
Notes: Summary statistics are based on NLRB election, Compustat, and CRSP data. Standard deviations in
brackets. For Compustat variables, average percentile rank, relative to all Compustat companies in the year and
quarter of the election are in braces. Market value, shareholder equity, total assets, pretax income, and sales are in
millions of dollars. Summary statistics for market value are derived from both the CRSP and Compustat databases.
These measures differ because there are more missing values in the Compustat database. Profit margin = pre-tax
income/sales. Dividend ratio = dividends/pre-tax income.

Table 2: Estimates of post- and pre-election cumulative excess returns
(1)

(2)

Market-Adjusted

Basic Market-Model

(3)
Fama-French
Four Factor
Model

-0.092
(0.028)

-0.108
(0.031)

-0.134
(0.025)

CER(-4,24)

-0.106
(0.030)

-0.131
(0.034)

-0.159
(0.034)

CER(0,15)

-0.085
(0.023)

-0.097
(0.023)

-0.115
(0.023)

CER(-4,15)

-0.100
(0.025)

-0.12
(0.027)

-0.14
(0.027)

CER(-24,-1)

-0.001
(0.025)

0.001
(0.030)

-0.02
(0.03)

CER(-24,-8)

-0.007
(0.021)

-0.008
(0.024)

-0.024
(0.024)

0.029
(0.022)

-0.032
(0.032)

-0.026
(0.025)

CER(-4,24)

0.031
(0.023)

-0.04
(0.035)

-0.035
(0.027)

CER(0,15)

0.023
(0.017)

-0.012
(0.024)

-0.008
(0.02)

CER(-4,15)

0.025
(0.018)

-0.02
(0.027)

-0.017
(0.023)

CER(-24,-1)

0.007
(0.017)

-0.042
(0.031)

-0.041
(0.025)

Panel A: Union Wins
CER(0,24)

Panel B: Union Loses
CER(0,24)

CER(-24,-8)

0.005
-0.033
-0.033
(0.014)
(0.025)
(0.021)
Notes: Each estimate corresponds to a different estimated model. There are 404 elections in the sample reported in
Panel A and 965 elections in Panel B. CER(X,Y) denotes the average cumulative excess return from month X to
month Y relative to the NLRB election closing date. Column (1) corresponds to market-adjusted returns. These
returns are computed as the simple difference between portfolio and market returns. Column (2) corresponds to
excess returns computed using the basic market model as the benchmark (equation 1 in the text). Column (3)
corresponds to excess returns computed using a Fama-French four factor model (equation 2 in the text). Both
market models use a 60 month estimation window that ends 5 months prior to the event.

Table 3: Compustat Analysis
(1)

(3)

(4)

ln(Assets)

(2)
ln(Shareholder
equity)

ln(Sales)

(5)
ln(pretax
income)

(6)
Dividend
Ratio

(7)
Profit
margin

ln(PPE)

post

0.151
(0.021)

0.014
(0.006)

0.137
(0.028)

0.132
(0.019)

0.170
(0.032)

-0.184
(0.117)

post
× union win

-0.106
(0.037)

-0.016
(0.008)

-0.011
(0.048)

-0.075
(0.034)

-0.168
(0.062)

Observations

14235

16309

14150

16903

13925

(8)
ROA

(9)
Tobin's
Q

(10)
Liabilities/
Assets

0.000
(0.002)

-0.004
(0.001)

-0.054
(0.026)

-0.001
(0.005)

0.033
(0.261)

-0.006
(0.003)

-0.001
(0.002)

0.029
(0.038)

0.003
(0.008)

6110

14465

13878

13956

5776

R-squared
0.966
0.988
0.956
0.936
0.745
0.075
0.639
0.325
0.657
0.282
Notes: Notes: Variables are derived from Compustat data; 1973-1999. Each column corresponds to a different model estimated using OLS. Standard errors that
are clustered on election are in parentheses. Observations are event quarter × firm cells. The dependent variables are demeaned, where the mean is taken over all
non-missing observations in an election panel. Sample sizes vary due to the presence of missing values. PPE stands for plant, property, and equipment. ROA
stands for return on assets.

Table 4: Cumulative excess returns and vote share
(1)
Constant

Union won

CMAR(0,24)
(2)
(3)

(5)

CER(0,24)
(6)
(7)

(8)

(9)

CER(-24,-4)
(10)
(11)

(12)

(13)

Adjusted-CER(0,24)
(14)
(15)
(16)

0.033

-0.049

-0.053

-0.049

0.011

-0.050

-0.042

-0.008

-0.021

-0.014

-0.016

-0.014

0.039

-0.013

-0.008

0.027

(0.022)

(0.031)

(0.039)

(0.035)

(0.022)

(0.030)

(0.038)

(0.035)

(0.017)

(0.028)

(0.036)

(0.033)

(0.034)

(0.053)

(0.069)

(0.061)

-0.125

0.024

0.048

0.024

-0.125

-0.016

0.045

0.291

0.016

0.004

-0.008

0.000

-0.149

-0.055

0.005

0.166

(0.036)

(0.055)

(0.068)

(0.055)

(0.036)

(0.055)

(0.068)

(0.188)

(0.031)

(0.050)

(0.061)

(0.157)

(0.056)

(0.091)

(0.110)

(0.288)

Union won
× vote share
vote share

-0.002

-0.579

0.006

-0.417

(0.343)

(0.344)

(0.287)

(0.537)

-0.538

-0.537

-0.395

-0.201

0.045

0.043

-0.339

-0.199

(0.168)

(0.214)

(0.169)

(0.216)

(0.139)

(0.176)

(0.267)

(0.345)

p(vote share)

Observations

(4)

X

1347

1347

1347

X

1347

1347

1347

1347

X

1347

1316

1316

1316

X

1316

1347

1347

1347

1347

Notes: Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. The variable “vote share” stands for the union vote share minus 0.5. The dependent variable is the
cumulative market-adjusted return from 0 to 24 (columns 1-4), cumulative excess return from 0 through 24 (columns 5-8), cumulative excess return from -24 to
-4 (columns 9-12), and cumulative excess return adjusted for pre-event trends (columns 13-16). See Section 6.2 for details on the construction of these variables.
p(vote share) is a fourth-order polynomial in the union vote share.
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Figure 1: Cumulative stock market returns surrounding National Linen Service’s 1999
representation election
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Figure 2: Union and firm offers in relation to median voter preferences
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Figure 3: Cumulative returns of the union victory and market portfolios
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Note: The “union victory” portfolio consists of publicly traded companies holding elections where at least 5% of the
workforce voted and the union won. When the company’s stock market return is missing it is imputed with the stock
market return. Returns are net of the risk-free rate.

Figure 4: Average cumulative market-adjusted returns.
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Notes: Both panels show the difference in the average cumulative excess returns between the union victory portfolio
and the broad market index, as shown in Figure 3. The sample is the same one used in Figure 3. Panel A corresponds
to the average cumulative excess return computed beginning 24 months prior to the NLRB closing date. Panel B
corresponds to the average cumulative excess return computed beginning on the NLRB closing date. The dashed line
is the 95% confidence interval, which is computed using OLS standard errors clustering on elections.
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Figure 5: Average cumulative excess returns of the union victory portfolio; Market-model
method.
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Notes: Excess returns are calculated using the model specified in equation (1) in the text.
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Figure 6: Average cumulative excess returns of the union victory portfolio; Fama-French
three factor model with a momentum term.
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Notes: Excess returns are calculated using the model specified in equation (2) in the text.

Figure 7: Average cumulative excess returns stratified by year
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Panel A: 1961-1983
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Panel B: 1984-1999
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Figure 8: Cumulative excess returns of the union loss and market portfolios
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Note: The “union loss” portfolio consists of publicly traded companies holding elections where at least 5% of the
workforce voted and the union lost. When the company’s stock market return is missing it is imputed with the stock
market return. Returns are net of the risk-free rate.

Figure 9: Difference in average cumulative return of the union loss portfolio and the market
index
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Notes: Both panels show the difference in the average cumulative excess returns between the union loss portfolio and
the broad market index, as shown in Figure 9. The sample is the same one used in Figure 8. Panel A corresponds to
the average cumulative excess return computed beginning 24 months prior to the election. Panel B corresponds to the
average cumulative excess return computed beginning the month of the election. The dash line is the 95% confidence
interval, which is computed using OLS standard errors clustering on elections.
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Figure 10: Average cumulative returns of the union victory and union loss portfolios, and
the market index; Elections with less than 5% of the workforce voting
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Note: The “union loss” portfolio consists of publicly traded companies holding elections where the union lost. “union
victory” portfolio consists of publicly traded companies holding elections where the union won. Sample consists of
publicly traded companies where less than 5% of the workforce voted. When the company’s stock market return is
missing it is imputed with the stock market return. Returns are net of the risk-free rate.
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Figure 11: Compustat variables; Union win/loss comparisons
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Notes: Sample consists of publicly traded companies with elections taking place between 1973-1999
where at least 5% of the workforce voted. Lines with circles correspond to union victory companies. Lines
with diamonds correspond to union loss companies. All variables are drawn from the Compustat quarterly
database. Each variable is demeaned, where the mean is taken within each election panel.
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Figure 12: Compustat variables; Union win/loss differences
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Note: See notes to Figure 11. Dashed lines are 95% confidence bands computed using OLS standard
errors clustered on election.
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Figure 13: Histogram of the union vote share
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Figure 14: Cumulative market-adjusted returns in the two years after NLRB closes election,
by relation to vote share
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Note: Market-adjusted returns are the simple difference in the security’s return and the CRSP equally
weighted market index (including dividends) in the same month. Predicted values calculated using a sixthorder polynomial, and an indicator for whether the union won. Dashed lines are the 95% confidence
interval. Dots are the average cumulative excess return in 20 equally spaced bins. See text for further
details on the construction of this figure.
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Figure 15: Cumulative excess returns in the two years after NLRB closes election, by
relation to vote share
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Notes: Predicted values calculated using a sixth-order polynomial, and an indicator for whether the union
won. Dashed lines are the 95% confidence interval. Dots are the average cumulative excess return in 20
equally spaced bins. See text for further details on the construction of this figure.
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Figure 16: Cumulative excess returns in the pre- and post-event periods, by relation to vote
share
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Notes: Predicted values calculated using a sixth-order polynomial and an indicator for whether the union
won. Solid line corresponds to the predicted cumulative excess return in the two years following the
election, conditional on union vote share. Dashed line corresponds to the predicted cumulative excess
return calculated starting 24 months prior to the election through four months prior to the election,
conditional on union vote share. See text for further details on the construction of this figure.
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Figure 17: Cumulative adjusted excess returns in the two years after NLRB closes election,
by relation to vote share
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Notes: See text for details on the construction of the adjusted excess returns. Predicted values calculated
using a sixth-order polynomial and an indicator for whether the union won. Dashed lines are the 95%
confidence interval.

Figure 18: Reconciling the model with estimates from the research design
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Appendix Figure 1: Union victory versus market; Average cumulative returns; nonimputed
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Appendix Figure 2: Union victory (with >50% vote share) versus market; Average
cumulative returns; Balanced panel
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Appendix Figure 3: Union victory versus market; Average cumulative returns; Robustness
probe; eliminate 5% most positive and 5% most negative post-event excess return elections;
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Appendix Figure 4: Union victory (with >50% vote share) versus market; Average
cumulative returns; Eight year window
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